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This study explores how common the use of Qualitative Data Analysis software (QDAS) 
is among two kinds of object-based researchers: art historians and archaeologists. 
Surveys disseminated in a snowball fashion contained open and closed questions, which 
sought to give participants a platform to describe if, why, and how they use programs like 
Atlas.ti, NVivo, Dedoose, and MAXQDA throughout their research process. The 
anonymized responses may help professionals in academic librarianship and visual 
resources management assess whether their institution should invest in access and 
instruction surrounding QDAS for patrons in these disciplines. The question remains on 
whether the disciplines of art history and archaeology would benefit more from QDAS if 
participants were aware of their existence, access, and possible applications for 
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 As with professionals in other disciplines that employ qualitative research 
methods, art historians and archaeologists pursue their research questions iteratively. 
Their research cycle is non-linear and takes on a flexible nature as they uncover new 
information and make connections. This study is but one look into how these broadly 
defined groups of object-based researchers can organize their image data during this 
process, and how their chosen organization methods benefit or hinder their work. In this 
case, Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS), shortened to 
QDAS here, can serve not only as a way to organize digital images, but also as a tool to 
visualize connections and to improve the quality of object-based research (Røddesnes et 
al., 2019, p.28). Academic librarians and visual resource management professionals are 
already common contacts for art historians and archaeologists: thus, they may be some of 
the best people to direct patrons to with regards to accessing and using QDAS.  
 
What is CAQDAS/QDAS?  
 Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) allows the 
researcher to digitally assign “codes” to strings of text, a selected area of an image, or a 
segment of a video or audio roll. Different QDAS call this by other names. For example, 
in Nvivo they are known as “nodes.” A code is “most often a word or short phrase that 
symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute 





researcher, this unit of meaning can be used for “pattern detection, 
categorization, assertion or proposition development, theory building, and other analytic 
processes” (p.4). The term itself may be more familiar to social scientists, especially 
those who perform numerous interviews and analyze the transcription documents. A code 
does not necessarily delineate a qualitative “variable” unless the researcher wants it to 
serve that purpose. Saldaña describes the process of deciphering the meaning of a piece 
of data as “decoding,” while the application of codes created by the researcher is then 
“encoding” (p.5).  
The use of codes as a framework for analysis can make it easier to quantify one’s 
qualitative data, but that does not have to be the case. Their primary purpose is to provide 
a way of organizing one’s subjective observations as they appear through reflection. A 
code can be something as simple as a single labeled icon on a vase, to something as 
complex as a sentence which describes the particular relationship between icons on the 
same vase. One can create codes based on what they can induce from experience, or they 
can pull them deductively from the woodwork of their data. While I will not detail the 
minutiae of coding theory here, it is enough to know that proponents of coding methods 
have given names to the number of times one codes a corpus (e.g. primary vs secondary 
coding cycles) and the type of codes and how they relate to the researcher’s frame of 
reference (e.g. open vs axial vs in vivo). Miles et al. (2014) cover these in detail. To some 
researchers it may be helpful to use this terminology if it provides a point from which 
they can begin to organize their thoughts. For others, it may simply bog down their 
motivation to use new coding methods, even if they have already done very similar work 





With that said, it is crucial to note at the beginning of this report that 
QDAS does not replace researchers. In fact, without a human to set the parameters for 
codes, to enter the images and their metadata, and to perform queries, the software is 
effectively useless. The type of data does not change this. For historians and other text-
based professionals, QDAS can search through large text corpuses to automatically apply 
codes to individual terms or strings. Even this, however, requires the researcher to ask the 
program to do this after subjectively creating their own codebook. This process is time 
consuming. Regardless, one must remember that object-based research which requires 
careful analysis of images always has been.  
 In the 1980s, QDAS as we know it began to develop with the upward progression 
of computing capabilities. Early QDAS packages were created by qualitative researchers 
who were trained in the usual manual methods that they had used for decades. They 
experimented with “do-it-yourself approaches using word processors and text retrievers” 
(Wolski, 2018, p.8). Seeking a more efficient way to analyze their data, researchers took 
advantage of new technological developments. Multiple individuals created their own 
early programs across the world and across operating systems (pp.9-10). Now there are 
many programs one can choose from, as well as resources which review them, making it 
easier for researchers to pick which software best suits their needs. There is no doubt that 






What kind of research do art historians and archaeologists do?  
Art historians and archaeologists perform object-based research. Throughout this 
paper, the terms “object-based research,” “artifact-based research,” and “material culture 
research” will be treated interchangeably, even though their definitions can be more or 
less specific according to professionals of different disciplines. Material culture “is the 
study through artifacts of the beliefs—values, ideas, attitudes, and assumptions—of a 
particular community or society at a given time” (Prown, 2001, p.70). Art and 
architecture are types of artifact classes, while tools and devices fall into other categories 
(p.52).  
For our purposes, the most important difference between the disciplines of art 
history and archaeology is the range of object types, or material culture, that they focus 
Qualitative Data Analysis 
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on as primary sources. Both groups’ primary sources can “include paintings, 
photographs, sculpture, digital media, artists’ personal documents, incunabula, 
manuscripts, illustrations, architecture, ancient artifacts, and more” (Long and Schonfeld, 
2014, p.9). Additionally, an archaeologist’s toolkit includes feature analysis, that being 
the study of large immovable objects either created by or changed by human means 
(Joyce and Pollard, 2010, para.4). This is a separate artifact class from architecture, and 
an art historian may not find them as central to their research as a field archaeologist 
would. The fundamental methods that both groups use to study material culture can be 
very similar; but, the emphasis on stylistic, formal, and substantial analysis will change to 
fit research goals and those objects which provide them with cultural data.  
The lines between an art historian and an archaeologist will also change 
depending on the history of scholarship for their objects and the institutional culture of 
the country they work in. In the United States, one may find that students in classical 
archaeology take courses which cross-list in art history departments, whereas an 
anthropological archaeologist who focuses on North American indigenous materials may 
find fewer opportunities to do so. Archaeological disciplines which focus more on 
theoretical field methods, bioarchaeology and paleoethnobotany, and the processual 
analysis of tools may be found in anthropology departments in the United States. Art 
historians tend to emphasize stylistic analysis, archaeological research lends itself more 
easily to stricter formal--and even quantitative—analysis (Prown, 2001, pp.86-87).  
 These terms, substantial analysis, formal analysis, and stylistic analysis make up 
the theoretical base for object-based research. Substantial analysis focuses on “the 





descriptive physical inventory;” formal analysis then concerns “the object’s form 
or configuration, its visual character” (Prown, 2001, p.80). It can give insight into 
decisions made by individuals of different cultures when forming and employing the 
object. Stylistic analysis and its subsections may feel familiar to other types of humanists 
since it is comparable to content analysis. Whereas text content analysis can be broken up 
and coded by paragraphs, sentences, and words, objects can be broken up and coded by 
their stylistic and iconographic components. Prown considers this type of analysis to 
“factor only with works of art or other decorated objects,” and provides examples of 
“content” that could be found through it: “decorative designs or motifs, inscriptions, coats 
of arms, or diagrams, engraved or embossed on metal, carved or painted on wood or 
stone, woven in textiles, molded or etched in glass” (p.80). 
These analysis types performed by art historians and archaeologists alike have not 
changed fundamentally over the years. Instead, what has changed are the ways that these 
researchers tackle their analyses while coping with new opportunities in digitization and 
digital tools. Tried-and-true analog organizational methods and the use of print materials 
have not, and probably never will, leave their toolkits regardless. 
  
Goals of the study 
This study aims to assess how common the use of QDAS is among art historians 
and archaeologists, so that academic librarians and visual resources professionals can 
begin to consider if instruction about and access to these tools would benefit their patrons 





• How widespread is the use of qualitative data analysis software among 
art historians and archaeologists?  
• Why do they use QDAS to meet their object-based information and research 
needs?  
• How do they use QDAS to meet their object-based information and research 
needs?  
• Does using QDAS serve any other purpose for these researchers in terms of 
tenure and procuring funding?  
• If they do not have any experience with QDAS, what are their current 
organization methods for digital images in their research?  
I will begin to explore these questions through an analysis of primary data gathered from 
Qualtrics surveys, and secondary data retrieved from publicly available PhD theses 
whose authors claim to have used QDAS. It is my hope that this information will serve 
useful for those professionals who are considering whether to implement QDAS into their 






 Scholarship concerning the information needs of object-based researchers like art 
historians and archaeologists, and more so their research behaviors post-information 
acquisition, is limited. This is not surprising. Professional patrons in material culture 
research are generally well-practiced library users on their own who may not engage with 
their librarians often, the exception being when they encounter obstacles in retrieving 
materials. This does not mean that these patron groups cannot benefit from further 
investigation into their data management and qualitative analysis practices. The fact that 
their “heavy reliance on objects, or images of these objects, is a critical difference 
between their research methods and that of their colleagues in other humanities-based 
disciplines” offers many avenues for librarians and visual resource professionals to help 
them further (Beaudoin, 2005, pp.36). Therefore, I will frame the study’s significance by 
first describing what relevant conversations exist already in visual resources and 
information and library science literature.   
 
Information Needs and Research Behaviors of Art Historians and Archaeologists 
On the topic of why archaeologists, architects, art historians, and artists use images, 
Joan Beaudoin (2014) performed a significant study. From it she gleaned that these users 
employed images for several reasons. The following selection of uses apply to art 





1. To increase knowledge for themselves or for their students (i.e. to 
inform others through images)  
2. To communicate information of some kind to others  
3. To retain and recall information by solidifying abstract information for 
themselves or students (e.g. images as aide-mémoire)  
4. To develop students’ critical thinking skills through object observation 
5. To engage and maintain student interest 
6. To prove something (e.g. using images as evidence to support research 
arguments) 
It is important to remember that Beaudoin’s study takes on an instructional lens as much 
as it does a research one, so her participants sometimes speak more to their experiences 
as instructors than to their preferences as researchers.  
Unsurprisingly, the single most significant advancement that art historians and 
archaeologists have adapted to is the mass digitization of images and their accompanying 
metadata. It is impossible to overstate the importance of comparable objects (i.e. 
comparanda) in object-based research, and “at the core of this exploration is the art 
historian’s access to photographic reproductions, bibliographies, indexes, monographs, 
and standard reference sources” (Beaudoin, 2005, p.35). The ease and speed at which 
researchers can find or even request images from around the world is thus in stark 
contrast to when everything was only available in print.  
Their reasons for seeking and retrieving said images are therefore the focus of 
most publications. Larkin (2010) surveyed visual arts humanities scholars in their 





collections. The study also showed that “while visits to the library have 
declined considerably, computer use for research has increased…” with “more than half 
of the respondents own[ing] a digital image collection, over forty percent frequently 
us[ing] computerized databases, and a similar percentage regularly us[ing] online library 
catalogs” (pp.56-57). Beaudoin and Brady (2011) then performed a study which looked 
exclusively into the image retrieval behaviors of archaeologists, architects, art historians, 
and artists. With respect to art historians, reports by Kamposiori (2019) and Münster et. 
al (2018) emphasize how these kinds of studies provide data for how user-based 
discovery systems can be built or improved. 
Whereas information retrieval and general information needs have been assessed 
to an extent by information professionals, there are a lot of opportunities when it comes 
to researching their organizational habits in the digital age. Personal collections of images 
that art historians and archaeologists compile over the course of their education and 
career are monumental not only to their research but to their repeated exposure to the 
most significant objects in their field. Rose’s article “Technology’s Impact on the 
Information-Seeking Behavior of Art Historians” (2002) gives some insight into these 
researchers’ methods, which include using “notebooks, loose-leaf binders, and index 
cards” as well as “manila folders…photographs, and printouts” stored in file cabinets. At 
this point in time, some of her respondents had begun using word processors to record 
their memos, while adopting newly invented bibliographic reference sources like Endnote 
to keep track of secondary resources (pp.37-38). 
These personal collections can grow to include thousands of images scanned from 





using a personal camera while visiting a museum, archive, or while finding the 
object in situ. That said, the Ithaka S+R report “Supporting the Changing Research 
Practices of Art Historians” states that: 
[Scholars] have not yet systematized the processes to organize and manipulate 
[their] files, and they do not always have the right tools available to manage their 
personal research collections. Librarians and visual resources professionals, in 
partnership with art history departments, may have an important role to play in 
building key skills for working with digital images, particularly among younger 
scholars (Long and Schonfeld, 2014, p.6).  
 
This same study provides some information about how scholars generally organize their 
corpus of images. In all, the basic file explorer on their device provides them with the 
ability to create folders in the computer’s operating system. This virtual space provides 
some ability to add metadata to folder or file names if they want images to be easier to 
find again later. Some ways that they may choose to label files are “by location, research 
trip, archaeological dig, artist, course, etc.” (p.23). The report then specifies that “A very 
small minority of interviewees uses some other type of software program or application, 
such as Lightroom, Flickr or iPhoto to manage files” (p.23).  
Kamposiori et al.’s (2017) article “Building Personal Research Collections in Art 
History,” further builds upon this conversation. They interviewed twenty art historians. 
From there, they focused on their collecting practices. Their participants revealed 
numerous kinds of data that they found important to their research:  
Regarding textual resources, they ranged from monographs, various types of 
books, journals, magazines, newspapers, and conference proceedings to 
dictionaries, photocopies and scans of various textual resources, correspondence, 
genealogical records, legal documents, bibliographic references, notes and 
mailing lists…visual resources consisted of images found in printed, illustrated 
books and exhibition catalogues of museums and galleries, including photocopies 
and scans, other two dimensional kinds of material, such as 35mm slides, and 





scholars’ collections included CD-ROMs, videos, interview recordings, 
and 3D models and visualisations (p.6). 
 
These interviews also gave participants the chance to discuss why they hoarded resources 
for future projects. They not only fear losing access to those documents, but also know 
that images or certain objects may spark inspiration for their next project at any moment 
(pp.7-9). Once they have their documents, building a personal collection is liberating. 
The researcher can organize it using their own personal criteria. As with Beaudoin’s 
(2014) study, Kamposiori et al. found that this process allows the collection to act as an 
aide-memoire (pp.11, 13).  
 In terms of what participants used to organize their materials, Kamposiori et al. 
(2018) saw similar results to Rose’s (2002), but with a larger emphasis on newer 
notetaking and biblio-reference tools (e.g. Evernote, Zotero), word-processors, 
smartphone and tablet applications, and tools created for image management (e.g. 
FileMaker Pro, Mac’s iPhoto or Google’s Picasa). Especially significant for our purposes 
here is the fact that “the tools scholars tended to use mostly were those suggested either 
by their colleagues or their institutions…while they were more likely to use a tool when 
given at the start of their project and when receiving relevant training and support” 
(p.12). Even with younger scholars, there is no guarantee that learning and employing 
digital tools will be easy or well-supported (p.14). Moreover, participants in the study 
hoped to find more efficient ways “to combine textual and visual information and for 
applications that would enable them to manage visual information according to their 
needs” (p.14). The authors do not mention QDAS, so one can assume that participants 





There are no references in the Ithaka S+R report or these other recent 
studies which propose QDAS as a way to curate personal image collections. This is to be 
expected for a few reasons. Firstly, QDAS may not be that popular among a group that 
many, as we shall see in the next section, consider to be slow to adapt technology in the 
first place. QDAS can also be expensive and difficult to use without guided instruction. 
Secondly, while QDAS could provide a venue to view and curate personal collections, 
most of them save projects as “project bundles,” which need to refer to documents (or 
images) from somewhere saved on the hard-drive or an external storage device. This 
makes QDAS a secondary way to organize information, not a primary one. If a user 
moves those documents away from their original directory, the software will not be able 
to find it automatically again. It will be interesting to consider whether users think that 
QDAS could be useful for curating personal collections, or if the packages will be best 
left as analysis aids.   
 
User Application of Digital Tools and Data Literacy 
 The topic of digital tools and digital systems and the willingness of humanities 
scholars to use them have been discussed thoroughly by digital humanists and 
information professionals alike. I will only summarize the broader conversations on tool 
use very briefly. Note that this conversation is an enormous arena that holds stakeholders 
from many disciplines. Scholars of the digital humanities (DH) are vocal about digital 
tools, and they can come from many disciplines. The primary points of discussion which 
concern us here are: 1) Do art historians use digital tools? 2) Are they more hesitant to 





An in-depth account of the history of the scholarship and individual 
opinions on how digital tools have shaped the discipline can be found in Zweig’s (2015) 
“Forgotten Genealogies: Brief Reflections on the History of Digital Art History.” Zweig 
counters a former argument by Drucker (2013), who asserts that art historians are largely 
unwilling to take on new technologies. He argues instead that art historians are no further 
behind in the digital arena than their other counterparts in the humanities. He goes on to 
describe rigorous attempts by art historians to digitize, store, and retrieve cultural heritage 
information over the past several decades. Art historians are in fact very active creators 
and users of digital tools, as Zweig points out, but Drucker’s article does also highlight 
the struggle that they have faced in recognizing digitized objects as authentic. Zweig’s 
discussions on how analysis can be done digitally centers on data visualization and ways 
to generate new data through methods like GIS. Note, of course, that GIS analysis can 
serve as a way to simply elucidate themes as much as it can be used to translate object-
data (e.g. painting location text metadata) into new data forms (e.g. geospatial points on a 
map) (pp.39-46). The former utility is more reminiscent of QDAS’ primary purpose as a 
tool.  
Long and Schonfeld’s (2015) study also highlights how art historians do apply 
technology in their research, even if those methods “do not always fit into the narrowly-
defined category of ‘digital humanities’” (p.35). Whether or not the methods fall under 
digital humanities or digital art history, many scholars do see how technology helps them 
analyze data and to support research questions. Notably, many projects can be made 





without necessarily transforming researcher’s methods” (35). Moreover, 
scholars continue to reap the benefits of significant text and image databases (42).  
Seminal publications written by information professionals about how 
archaeologists as a population use digital tools are scarce. Often, they are considered to 
be a subsidiary population equivalent to or less prominent than the broader population of 
art historians. Information about how archaeologists use digital tools thus comes almost 
solely from their own methodology sections, their experimental studies which focus on 
the current or future utility of a new tool, or handbooks written by and for archaeologists.   
There are, of course, many digital tools that they can employ in their research now. The 
tools allow them to retrieve and store large quantifiable or semi-quantifiable datasets 
during or shortly after ground survey or excavation. These include tools used during 
excavation (e.g. ground penetrating radar [GPR], global positioning systems [GPS]), 
individual databases and information systems that manage data for sites or countries, or 
software that can produce data visualizations. Other tools include photogrammetry and 
types of 3D scanning which capture or produce visuals of environments and objects 
(Parcak, 2017, para.1-5). As with other humanities and social sciences disciplines, the 
topic of how to handle “big data” is an ongoing one for archaeologists who seek ways to 
perform large scale quantitative analyses, or who simply want a way to keep track of the 
enormous datasets that these tools allow them to access. 
There is more to be said about what art historians, and by extension other object-
based researchers, say about the obstacles which stand in the way of using digital tools. 
Time is a commodity that scholars do not always have to spare. Learning new tools does 





they will not pursue them at all (Rose, 2002, p.38). Tools are also, frankly, 
difficult to learn if one does not have the knack, patience, or support for it (Zorich, 2012, 
p.23). Moreover, a large number of art historians are self-identified loners who shy away 
from collaborative work when there are not enough incentives to do so. There is a deeply 
ingrained fear of losing one’s ownership of their research, thus leading “to a sense of 
territoriality that pervades the discipline” (pp.19-20). Often, researchers may think that 
digital methods are not of the same quality as the analog methods that are used—
publication included--or they are concerned about how using those methods will affect 
tenure review processes (Long and Schonfeld, 2015, p.8; Zorich, 2012, pp.20-21).  
Long and Schonfeld (2015) explain that among their participants “almost all 
senior researchers who are engaged in digital methodologies said that they have steered 
their graduate students away from experimentation, since they see it as a risk to an 
untenured scholar’s career” (p.8). They suggest that new tools need to continue to be 
developed for working with digital images, that art historians need a lot of assistance to 
learn about proper image management and preservation as those tools appear, and that 
institutions need to offer grant funding or similar investments if they hope for scholars to 
feel comfortable implementing technology that could really benefit them. Libraries are 
one institution which could help instruct them on personal information fluency (pp.46-
48). The current cultural and financial infrastructure of art history institutions, and 
comparatively archaeological ones, stand as enormous hurdles for those who hope to 





Unfortunately, the brunt of the emotional labor in these departments normally 
falls on individuals who are simultaneously seen as a crucial resource and a risk. In the 
end, they can end up feeling like “jack[s] of all trades and master[s] of none” (Zorich, 
2012, p.25).  
These studies and conversations demonstrate is that many art historians and 
archaeologists do engage with digital tools and systems. The use of information retrieval 
systems in terms of images and their metadata is already commonplace, though it has not 
replaced the use of print resources. Digital tools continue to become expected in 
archaeological fieldwork, and professionals strive to analyze huge digital datasets. They 
all hope to better collect, store, generate, or visualize numerical, text, and geospatial data. 
Meanwhile art historians have served as vocal stakeholders in the larger conversation and 
development of image digitization methods. All of the tools have the capacity to reveal 
patterns for future investigation, even if that is not their primary intended use. This does 
set them apart, however, from QDAS, whose intended use is to simulate an enhanced 
workspace which allows the researcher to indicate specific research-question centered 
observations, stick those observations on to individual documents or images in the form 
of codes, and then query those codes to reveal patterns or support hypotheses.    
 
What do we know about Qualitative Data Analysis Software (QDAS) and object-based 
researchers?  
There are even fewer studies which discuss how self-identified object-based 
researchers specifically use QDAS. Reviewing studies that could include art historians 





use by humanists and social scientists from many disciplines. One exception is 
Budzise-Weaver (2016)’s “Developing a Qualitative Coding Analysis of Visual Artwork 
for Humanities Research.”  The study “encourages the examination of imagery through 
qualitative coding, or annotation, to reveal themes and visual stories to further unravel the 
layers of a visual object” (para. abstract). The study uses forty paintings by Roy 
Lichtenstein and James Rosenquist to experiment with ATLAS.ti (para.8). From there, 
using visual grounded theory allowed “the paintings to reveal intricacies through in-depth 
observation” (para.13). This methodology is an extension of grounded theory, where “the 
researcher is invited to observe and code based on their own personal interpretation, 
allowing the data to dictate the code” (para.15). Budzise-Weaver goes on to show how 
the query tool allowed them to better visualize the frequency of certain codes concerning 
style, gender, and color or hue (para.16-26).  
 The most substantial study which has explored the who, how, and why of QDAS 
was performed by Woods et al. (2016). Using Scopus they pulled 763 studies published 
in peer-reviewed journals between 1994-2013 which claimed to use QDAS. From there 
they performed a content analysis. Their focus was on the programs ATLAS.ti and Nvivo 
(previously NUD*IST) due to their popularity. Empirical studies rather than 
methodological ones were their primary concern, since they wanted to see how 
researchers were actually applying the software in their research (pp.598-599). They 
found that the majority of the studies they analyzed came out of health sciences, and the 
most popular forms of user data were interviews and focus groups. General documents, 
field notes, and surveys followed. Video and image data appeared in only 4.6% of studies 





management, and about 10% of used the software for data visualization 
(p.605). While using ATLAS.ti and NVivo facilitated collaborative team analyses in 
many cases, overall Wood et al. express that despite the implication of new features for 
multimedia in these programs, they found few examples of researchers who actually took 
advantage of them (pp.608, 611).  
 Recently, more interest has piqued in how and how often the software is used 
broadly, as well as what possibilities are laden in QDAS’ audio-visual (AV) capabilities.  
Through the lens of an information scientist, Estrada (2018) describes the functionalities 
of QDAS in AV media analysis: though more complex even than image analysis in terms 
of what can be coded computationally, her insights do apply to still image research. 
Specifically, they show examples in NVivo, Transana, and ELAN. Even if the packages 
were originally designed for text, the majority of them now have AV capabilities (p.44). 
Digitization and indexing of AV sources has been a quick addition to the QDAS 
repertoire, but “unlike text, these sources usually require manual sequential viewing and 
annotation, in order to transcode the content (e.g., creating a transcription), or to identify 
meaningful units at different levels, such as objects or actions, spoken words, or abstract 
ideas” (p.41). To some this may be an asset since it requires careful review of the 
materials, but in comparison to text-based analysis which can be more easily automated, 
this process may be a deterrent.  
For AV analysis, Estrada identifies transcribing, segmenting, coding, linking, and 
commenting as the core processes across disciplines (p.42). She concludes that QDAS 
can in fact be useful for scholars who us AV (e.g. visual anthropologists, oral historians, 





which one will best support their thematic or multi-modal analyses, and that 
they should be forward to developers about whether it is helpful for them to be able to 
analyze multiple different media types in the same digital workstation (p.55-56). She 
acknowledges that scholars should be prepared to need to use multiple programs, 
including ones outside of QDAS, to accomplish their needs. In practice, this is certainly a 
concern expressed by the ethnographic anthropologist Franzen (2020), who points out 
that a QDAS like Transana provides what is missing in video editing programs, but 
likewise it lacks the ability to enhance or manipulate qualities of the footage (p.136-137).  
 To conclude this overview of the conversations surrounding object-based 
researchers, their behaviors, and their digital tool use, there is one study which describes 
how a librarian instructed on QDAS. At the Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology (NTNU) University Library, Røddesnes et al. (2019) offered workshops in 
person, which they noted was known to be more effective than online workshops on 
digital tools. NVivo was their software of choice, and they planned two days-worth of 
instruction for PhD candidates and researchers. They recognize that most institutions 
would prefer these types of workshops to be two hours rather than two days. The reason 
for a longer workshop was simple: they encountered patrons whose research designs, 
data, subject areas, and levels of computer literacy were very diverse (pp.30-32). There 
was no doubt for them that the library was the place to hold these sessions. Their staff 
had already instructed patrons on biblio-reference tools, their librarians were very 
familiar with their faculty, and the library was already in constant communication with 








This is a qualitative, ethnographic study that focuses on the organization and 
research behaviors of the participants. There was some phenomenological crossover, as 
participants do consider digital interfaces and the ease of use when choosing to try new 
programs. Though I provide numbers of participant responses with respect to certain 
areas where they may support transparency, the sample size of this study does not 
warrant extensive quantitative analysis. I will not be using pre-existing statistical or 
numerical datasets, and instead will present the results of a Qualtrics survey.  
 
Positionality / Researcher Role 
I, the author, am the sole researcher on this project. Thus, I am the sole person 
who created the survey and analyzed the responses. I disseminated the initial surveys, 
after which anonymous participants were free to share them. As such, I pursued and 
received an Institutional Review Board (IRB) exemption from human-subjects research. I 
am an archaeologist and thus have personal experience with many others, as well as with 
many art historians. I reached out to many colleagues, with the anticipation that they 
might share the survey in a snowball fashion. 
 
Sample / Research Participants 
My population consists of self-identified art historians and archaeologists at 





and research staff (post-doctoral candidates, lecturers, professors). These 
populations tend to be housed in departments like anthropology, classics, art history, and 
rarely other broad geographical area studies departments like Islamic studies, African 
studies, and Latin American studies. The main theme that ties the population together is 
their focus on material culture research. This designation was meant to be broad, since I 
anticipated that archaeologists who focus on certain kinds of objects (e.g. lithics, 
ceramics) may approach organizing their data very differently from those who focus on 
decorative arts. Every department is different as far as its research culture is concerned, 
especially since departments curate their repertoire of researchers to meet specific needs 
and to fill gaps in topics. Though it is slowly changing, from personal experience, the 
demographics for high-ranking art history and archaeology professionals in the United 
States skew white and male. For the purposes of this study, I did not consider 
demographics on race or gender to be significant enough to ask participants.  
Each individual was a possible unit who could answer the survey and I sought  
participants through a combination of convenience and snowball sampling. Aside from 
personal contacts, I sent the survey to a few listservs. Those were the Art Libraries 
Society of North America (ARLIS/NA) and the Visual Resources Association (VRA). I 
chose to use listservs because it increased the likelihood of reaching self-identified 
archaeologists and art historians who are located in departments other than anthropology 
or art history (see Appendix B). It was convenient for me to contact faculty and graduate 
student representatives at three institutions where my personal contacts are housed (see 
Appendix C). These are the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Florida State 





I limited my population to affiliates of American universities, because 
otherwise there was the possibility that the population size could spiral far beyond my 
time capabilities. These disciplines are very, very intertwined with global scholarship and 
global scholars. Because my end goal is to allow academic librarians and visual resources 
professionals to be able to use this data to assess whether QDAS should be in their 
repertoire, for now limiting my scope to American institutions—whose library paradigms 
through the American Library Association are most commonly used—was sufficient.  
 
Data Collection Methods 
My data collection method was a Qualtrics survey, which has a combination of 
closed and open questions (see Appendix A). When possible, I tried to find pre-existing 
publications where members of my population expressed that they have used QDAS; it 
was difficult, however, to find PhD dissertations and other publications where my 
population personally identified that they have used QDAS in their methods. This is 
mainly due to how databases do not usually search through the body of publications. If 
QDAS was not mentioned in an abstract or other publication metadata, then it did not 
appear in searches. That does not mean that there are not publications available that 
discuss QDAS in art historical or archaeological papers. That topic in and of itself is 
worth pursuing as a study on its own. The benefit of a survey is that it allowed me to 
reach a broad audience. It was also anonymous, and I did not ask information about a 
person’s specific research topics, as not to make them feel identifiable. The limitation is 






Data Analysis Methods 
I analyzed all question responses from my pool of anonymized participants. The 
exception was incomplete surveys, which are identifiable through Qualtrics based on the 
time that one spends on the survey. It is obvious when someone opened the survey and 
either immediately closed it or answered the first mandatory questions and then exited. 
After I downloaded the Qualtrics results and cleaned the data in Excel, I imported the 
spreadsheet into ATLAS.ti. From there I analyzed mainly in a way that follows grounded 
theory. I open-coded, freely associating as I read through the responses of one participant 
at a time. Over time those codes revealed themes that included the positive or negative 
impressions that participants had with a variety of applications. Other themes included 
the most important reasons that participants use images, and the most common ways that 
they choose to organize them on their devices. Over time axial codes would come to 
mind as I read through more data, so I would have to go back and read through responses 
again and again to apply those new codes. This is an expected outcome of grounded 
analysis since it is iterative. Though I had a completed codebook (see Appendix D) by the 
end of my read-through, I am the only researcher on the project and thus there was little 
need to refer back to it often as a resource. 
As I analyzed the data, I found that my addition of Tropy to the list of possible 
QDAS applications was a liberal choice. Unlike QDAS like ATLAS.ti, Nvivo, and 
MaxQDA, Tropy is designed specifically for image organization, citation management, 
and annotation. It is advertised as a knowledge management application much like its 
sister application Zotero. If I were to replicate this study, I might give Tropy and other 





in this study prompted some of the most salient observations into what research 

























Survey participant demographics  
 In total, 24 participants fully completed the survey. The sample includes graduate 
students (10), faculty (8), post-doctoral candidates (2), and individuals who identify as 
staff like librarians (2), digital humanities specialists (1), or museum researchers (1). 
Then, among them there are self-identified archaeologists (11) and art historians (9). Four 
participants chose the “other” option with respect to their discipline identification: one 
person labeled themselves as a visual anthropologist, and three individuals did not 
specify a discipline. One graduate student left the field blank (P12), while a librarian 
(P27) and the DH specialist (P14) filled the field with their job title again. One librarian 
also has faculty status, which is not uncommon. The assumption is that all participants 
are or have in the past been active object-based researchers, as they all had to sign a 
consent form which specified the scope of the study. Input from professionals 
experienced with other aspects of higher education and cultural institutions allowed for 
other rich perspectives and input.  
 
Image use 
Participants had the opportunity to describe how they use images in their research. 
By contextualizing why they use images and what types they use, it is possible to 






Several general functions can be gleaned from the responses:
1. Images as inspiration for question generation 
2. Images as evidence to answer research questions and support claims 
3. Images as a proxy for or as a reconstruction of an object/place/feature 
4. Images as illustrative examples (e.g. in teaching, for ease of reading in a 
publication).  
An image can serve more than one purpose, or it may only serve one. A photograph or 
3D scan of an artifact may represent the object and even, in many cases, make it easier 
for the researcher to enhance and investigate details. This is duly important when the 
object is not physically accessible. At the same time, an image produced through digital 
photography can serve as its own authentic object. 
Images can serve all parts of a user’s research cycle. When object-based 
researchers begin their work, they need to brainstorm questions to pursue. As the art 
historian P6 said, images are “vital assets for art historical research because without 
reference images it is nearly impossible to begin developing a research idea.” Once those 
questions are established, the researcher collects evidence. In the case of archaeologists, 
taking pictures or drawing illustrations can record information about immovable things 
like buildings. Or they may create illustrations to represent hypothesized reconstructions 
of things that have not been preserved. For example, P9, an archaeologist, described how 
they use “images in the form of maps, architectural renderings, site plans, building plans, 
etc. to understand the use of urban space, historical  sites, and artifacts that no longer 
exist.” Some participants have used images to illustrate or elucidate parts of their digital 





There were several mentions about how using objects—and by proxy 
images—as comparanda is crucial for developing and supporting claims. Seven 
participants specifically mentioned this technique either by name or with similar phrases 
like “comparing images.” Other descriptions include “identifying” other objects (e.g. 
ceramic types) or referencing images of “diagnostic artifacts.” In this case, the question 
for the researcher is whether their object of focus matches certain known taxonomies, or 
whether there is a need for them to create their own taxonomies. Experienced researchers 
can do this from memory and experience, but even then, they may refer to images to 
reconfirm their intuition.  
 
Image file organization practices 
QDAS are not widely used to curate whole personal image collections because 
they are intended to facilitate analysis on individual projects. Yet, whether the transition 
to using those applications will be easy or difficult for someone may be determinable 
based on what organization habits they have already developed. In response to one open-
ended question (Q5: “If you save image files to your computer, briefly describe  how you 
personally organize them”), most described their personal hierarchies in their directories. 
Half of all participants said that they place image files in folders. Most then attempt, with 
mixed success, to apply their own naming conventions based on the project needs. These 
naming protocols can be as simple as labeling them by the object accession or archive 
number, or as complex using the file name field to record the image source or identifiable 





Participants' Organization of their Personal Image Collections                                                                                      
(n = number of mentions by unique participants) 
Folder Naming Conventions 
Artist (n:2)  
Course taught (n:3) 
Current object location (n:1)  
Feature (n:1) 
Geographic Region (n:1) 
Object date or time period (n:2) 
Project (n:10) 
Project Date/Excavation Season (n:2) 
Publication (n:1) 
Themes or subject (n:5) 
File Naming Conventions 
Object features (n:1) 
Object or accession number (n:3)  
Source pagination (n:1) 
Work title (n:1) 
Table 2 Descriptive ways that participants name their folders and image files 
 
Outside of the default file explorer, participants mentioned other applications that 
they use to organize their images. For example, one uses the bibliography tool Zotero to 
save images and .PDFs. The files are still saved to the user’s desktop, but instead of 
creating folders in the file explorer, they can create folders in Zotero and then add 
documents through their browser or by dragging and dropping from the explorer. Zotero 
then has its own place on the device where it stores copies or screenshots of the files 
themselves. This respondent did caution that they probably will not use Zotero again for 





Even if the user has established ways to organize their information, it 
can still be a struggle to keep track of everything over time. An archaeologist (P8) 
reflected on the state of their organization: 
It's a mess! Sometimes by excavation season, sometimes by site, sometimes by 
distinctive features  that I have recorded, sometimes by theme or they way that I 
have used them  in teaching.  AND, I have 3 computers plus one in my lab. AND, 
I have  the SD card in my camera AND I have about 15 flash drives and an 
external hard drive.   
 
As a research project develops and changes, and as the researcher takes on more projects, 
it becomes harder to see where one dataset begins and another ends. Thus, the same 
participant advised:  
Don't forget trying to keep images together with other data, and to link allied 
images: sketches, photos, charts and data visualizations, x rays and several 
different scales of micrographs. 
 
This emphasizes something very important about object-based research, be it art 
historical or archaeological. Images, like physical objects, are fundamentally useless 
without context. A disaster, or at the very least frustration, can result from an image being 
divorced from its metadata. To that end, certain digital resources can make the process of 
organizing one’s images from the ground-up easier.   
 
Viewing, comparing, and manipulating images  
The simplest way to view and compare images is to use a default image viewer 
like Windows Photo Viewer or Mac Preview that comes with one’s device. Most 
participants indicated that they do use theirs to an extent. Eleven of them use it 
sometimes but also employ other applications for these tasks. Another eleven say that 
they use their default image viewer often, and only two expressed that they never use 





manipulate images (see Table 3), participants described two scenarios for how 
they sought them out or how they learned of them. Many participants wanted to 
streamline their workflow and thus sought out other options themselves. Others 
spontaneously learned about applications and digital collections databases through their 
colleagues or their students and decided to try them as a result. In all, respondents said 
that they are pleased with the applications and digital collections websites that they have 
found. To clarify, when participants mentioned digital collections websites, they 
described additional features that go beyond searchable databases. For example, Artstor 
allows users to view multiple images at a time and Mirador brings annotation capabilities 
to images worldwide which follow the International Image Interoperability Framework 
(IIIF) (Artstor, “Features,” n.d.; Project Mirador, “Home,” n.d.).  
Price is a significant factor for these participants when it comes to testing new 
ways to study their images. This will be relevant later in the discussion of how they view 
QDAS as well. Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, for example, are proprietary 
applications used to edit and create images. Researchers who use Adobe Photoshop can 
enhance the contrast of images to reveal new details. This is not unlike the process of 
enhancing artifact textures using raking lights in person. Normally expensive, university 
affiliates can often access Adobe Photoshop through their institutions. The same applies 
to GIS packages like ArcGIS. Regardless, even when third party packages are accessible 
through the institution, some still hesitate to use or recommend them because they are 
inflexible. As P6 explains:  
…in-browser viewers for many digital image databases have grown more 
dynamic and adaptable to circumvent third-party software. Plus, many of those 
alternative softwares come with an added price tag for a very specific, limited 






The variety of third-party resources mentioned by participants demonstrates how no one 
application can satisfy every need. Every project brings new challenges. Thus, 
participants are willing to use a tool once and then abandon it if it no longer serves a 
purpose. Whether they will pursue using that tool will depend on its cost and the amount 






















































Interest in QDAS/Knowledge Organization Application instruction  
 When it comes to using other software or resources like Adobe Illustrator or 
Artstor and Zotero, some participants identified themselves as self-taught. Others sought 
help from their students, instructors, academic librarians, and their institutions’ digital 
humanities specialists. Individuals will try new resources if the barriers to entry are low 
and the usefulness of the resources is high. So, before addressing the experiences of 
respondents who have tried QDAS, I will report on the impressions of those who have no 
experience with them whatsoever.  
 Fourteen respondents indicated that they would be interested in learning more 
about the features of QDAS and how they are used. Then they can decide for themselves 
whether the software would benefit their personal workflows. They also offered some 
wish-list features that would need to be present for them to try QDAS. Flexibility and 
consistency are still talking points: 
I am not familiar with these programs to begin with, it could  have been a helpful 
tool when beginning with my research. Tools would have to be moldable to 
different kinds of needs/ have the ability to record source information and archival 
numbers for easy references (P1, art historian). 
 
I would be interested to continue to hear more  from our digital  scholarship 
studio and maker  space about how some art  historians are continuing to use 
these tools for  their research. I find that this type of data analysis  and 
visualization tends to be very project specific and that they fail to scale to most 
other people's research aims and methods (P6, art historian). 
 
If QDAS provide standardized methods of viewing, organizing, and analyzing 
images that would be beneficial for many aspects of archaeology & art history. It 
is not something that I am aware of my current employer using (P22, 
archaeologist).  
 
Participants also want to learn about specific brands (open source and proprietary):   
 
I would like a more in-depth workshop on using NVivo, which seems to be a 





Other options, including open source availability to make them more 
accessible for students (P7, archaeologist).  
 
In terms of QDAS instruction, participants suggested online webinars and 
tutorials, in person trainings and workshops, and general information and FAQ or 
troubleshooting webpages. A digital humanities specialist (P14) also offered some 
worthwhile advice that highlights demonstrations that use data applicable to their 
discipline:  
I am always looking for humanities-oriented training. There is a continual dearth 
in digital humanities (or computer-assisted humanities) training. So introducing a  
platform for the specific needs of a scholar, with real examples. 
 
Conversely, some participants were skeptical about adding QDAS to their research kits. 
They expressed that they are not sure about what benefits QDAS can really offer them, 
either because they do not know enough about the software or because they are not sure if 
they would complement their personal learning style: 
I'm having trouble imagining what this could look like. I think I would like to 
learn how to use programs to store images together as series (P2, art historian). 
 
I don't have a feeling for the time costs and the advantages. I would have to be 
able to self train [sic] about the software and then choose an approach before 
engaging in training. Then, what has worked best is a chance to watch some pretty 
basic webinar and THEN have a source  for questions, either googling like kids 
do instead of every [sic] doing training or having a person in the library help me 
(P8, archaeologist)). 
 
As expected with any digital tool, interest in exploring QDAS options varies. It is clear, 
however, that most of these participants are unfamiliar with the popular QDAS on the 
market and what their purposes are. No one indicated that they have used MaxQDA, 
QDAMiner, ATLAS.ti, Transana, Dedoose, or webQDA. The two exceptions are Nvivo 





Users who have used Nvivo 
 Nvivo was the only true QDAS option that participants recognized, and three 
individuals provided insight into their experiences with it. P6 explained that they only 
encountered Nvivo in a research methods course while pursuing their training as a 
librarian, and they have yet to actually find a use for it in their art historical research. 
They have used it to code interview transcripts, which is a more traditional use for 
QDAS. The digital humanities specialist (P14) learned about Nvivo through their 
university library, which was holding workshops. One of their graduate students also 
employed Nvivo “to create an image database that used spatial tags on the images for 
querying.” P14 has used it a few times to organize, compare, and annotate images. Then, 
even though the art historian P10 did not say that they have worked with Nvivo, they do 
have a fellow faculty member in their department who does use it. That individual is 
invited to visit one of P10’s classes on digital art history.  
One visual anthropologist (19) discovered Nvivo “during a grant-writing process 
as a tool for coding ethnographic field notes.” Their subject specialist librarian then told 
them about how Nvivo could handle images as well, and they have mainly played around 
with the program to test it. Only two of the three individuals have institutional access to 
the program. Because none of them have used the program extensively, they did not have 
any opinions on how it could impact stages of their professional development like 
receiving tenure or getting approvals for grants and publications.  
When asked about whether they would use Nvivo again in the future, the three 
participants were not overly passionate about pursuing it further. P6 gave a compelling 





No, because the nature of my art historical research is not at the scale of 
studying more than ten works of art at any given time. The amount of formatting, 
coding, and data manipulation in a database like this ends up consuming much 
more time than it would to manually markup this sort of information (P6, Q6h, art 
historian). 
 
… I did not find that  art historical discourse utilizes traditional qualitative 
analysis that  would facilitate the use of this  sort of software (P6, Q6c). 
 
P14 explained that they have “shifted away from nVivo [sic] for the time being because 
the projects [they] support are not using it. It may become useful again in future, though.” 
Then, P19 is still deciding whether to use Nvivo or Tropy as their main tool for image-
based research. Overall, there is little to glean about the actual utility of Nvivo’s features 
from these responses. They instead provide information about how the participants 
perceive Nvivo’s utility. It again raises the important question of whether the time spent 
learning Nvivo is warranted when datasets are small and otherwise manageable using 
traditional methods. This concern is likely not exclusive to images, as using Nvivo with 
very small text datasets may also be unnecessary for most researchers.  
 
Users who have used Tropy  
It was surprising to see that six participants have experience with the knowledge 
management platform Tropy. Three of those are users who have considered or tested 
using Nvivo, which infers that these individuals are familiar with or at the very least 
showed interest in performing computer assisted qualitative research. Unlike the 
hesitancy surrounding Nvivo, the responses about Tropy were generally positive. 
Participants learned about the application through digital humanities and digital 
scholarship and library workshops, digital humanities courses, social media, and through 





graduate students, digital humanities specialists, and librarians. As P14 points 
out, the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media (RRCHNM) at George 
Mason University also maintains Omeka, which they work with often. An archaeologist 
(P11)  also chose to try Tropy because they have had positive experiences with 
RRCHNM, who also created Zotero. Because the application is open-source, 
subscriptions or institutional access are unnecessary. One of the participants regularly 
uses Tropy, while others have used it a couple of times or highly recommend it to others. 
Only one described not using it outside of their digital humanities course.  
 Responses showed that the features that stood out to users were to the ability to 
organize, tag, annotate, and compare images. Participants pointed to Tropy’s user-
friendly interface as a reason why the recommend it to others. Notably, Tropy helped the 
archaeologist P9 increase their “searchability of large image collections” stored on their 
device. The fact that the metadata fields are customizable is a pro to participants. P10 
said they use it for several research projects using images, and that they:  
…are also organizing images of individual artworks using Tropy, so that I can add 
research notes to each image as well as annotate/tag the artworks into categories 
(object type, medium, fair, awards) (Q5, art historian). 
 
They also provide these reasons for why they will continue using Tropy:  
 
The organizing and annotating aspect really helps me keep track of what I have, 
what I know about what I have, and where it came from. And I don't have to make 
lists of notes that are separate from the images and can therefore potentially get 
lost or separated from the images. And I have more metadata fields to work with 
than when trying to use IPTC data to add information directly to the image file 
itself (which also isn't the easiest thing to do using Photoshop) (Q6h).  
 
Recall that as we saw before with the participants who have never used QDAS or Tropy, 





the system’s file explorer. There was also palpable stress about tracking images 
and their context across projects.  
Next, responses mentioned Tropy’s interoperability. The data can be exported for 
use in other databases. With that said, one concern is that a user cannot easily work with 
the data from a cloud server like OneDrive or Google Drive. This limits working on 
projects from different computers. Unfortunately, this limitation also means that multiple 
individuals cannot collaboratively work together simultaneously on the same Tropy 
platform. Another significant benefit mentioned was the application’s ability to link back 
to an image’s online source (e.g. museum digital collections webpages).  
Once again, participants recognize that they will not use software that adds more 
complexity than they need in their research. Even though the art historian P2 said that 
they would not use Tropy again, because “it is an extra component that doesn’t 
necessarily add much to [their] research at this point,” they elaborated that they see how 
Tropy could be “a way to save topics of interest or make notes on images before I start a 
proper project with them.” Once the actual project research has begun, however, they do 
not think it would be beneficial to them. For some users, then, Tropy could assist with 
early exploration in a project. For this respondent, though, they already have tried-and-
true methods that they are comfortable with. Because Tropy is open-source and thus 









 The results of this study largely align with previous studies done on art historians 
and object-based researchers’ image use and organization habits. It also further highlights 
that art historians and archaeologists are adaptable, creative users of technology. They are 
willing to pursue new avenues themselves, provided those avenues are not overly 
circuitous or blocked by obstacles. To conclude this paper, I want to point out some 
considerations that visual resources professionals and librarians should keep in mind 
when evaluating QDAS or Tropy as resources for their patrons. Then, I will offer some 
thoughts on other research that could be performed concerning object-based researchers 
and their familiarity with certain knowledge management applications and QDAS. 
 
Important Considerations 
For visual resource management professionals and librarians, where knowledge 
management ends and qualitative analysis begins is the crossover area where intended 
functions of QDAS differ from relational database platforms like FileMakerPro or digital 
asset management applications like Adobe Bridge. As analysis aids, what QDAS and 
Tropy offer beyond metadata customization and querying are tools for coding or tagging, 
memoing, and annotating. All of these things are adaptations of manual and analog 
techniques that have been used by art historians and archaeologists for decades. As 





new research practices without necessarily transforming researcher’s methods” 
(Long and Schonfeld, 2014, p.35) 
 If we take the small sample size of this study at face value, then, QDAS are 
widely unknown by art historians and archaeologists as possible options. When 
considering whether to suggest QDAS to a patron over something like Tropy, it is 
essential to remember why QDAS were created in the first place. They were constructed 
for text content analysis and to facilitate mixed methods work. Moreover, most QDAS 
programs come with a hefty price-tag and a steep learning curve. Even though the 
software has developed to include images and even videos, the original intended users of 
QDAS do not always use the same shared vocabulary as art historians and archaeologists 
about their research methods. In hindsight, the survey used for this study could have used 
another question which asked participants about their application of the word “coding” in 
their research, since it serves as the fundamental unit in QDAS. It is rare to find “coding” 
as a term related to object and image-based research.  
One example where the term does appear is in Gillian Rose’s (2016) Visual 
Methodologies. As a methods text, she describes ways of coding in image content 
analysis. When it comes to using aids for coding, she only describes manually making an 
index card for each image or creating a digital spreadsheet to record the information 
(pp.96-97). As mentioned before, there is almost no published research on how QDAS 
could be used specifically in image-based, let alone object-based research. Budzise-
Weaver (2016) is one of the few to take on the task. While reading about her study and 
looking through Rose’s (2016) guide, it is notable that using vocabulary relevant to the 





researchers. It is obvious, however, that art historians and archaeologists may 
not think it is worth it to adopt a whole new lexicon for their work—even if the 
ideological framework itself is not that far removed from what they already do.  
Another question that would benefit from exploration is how QDAS may or may 
not be useful for archaeologists who do mixed methods work with enormous object 
datasets. For example, one could investigate the image-based needs of specialists in 
ceramics, lithics, and small finds (e.g. beads, tools). The data visualization features of 
certain QDAS might also be attractive for them if they hope to show large quantities that 
demonstrate personally assigned codes instead of just the physical object attributes 
recorded in a relational database. QDAS use can also serve as a powerful way to annotate 
documents for literature reviews, allowing the object-based researcher to pull coded 
quotations from many documents simultaneously.  
Tropy’s popularity comes from being open access, having a manageable interface, 
and being created and funded by well-known organizations. It was also conceived to 
work with images first, not text, and features for quantitative or mixed-methods analysis 
are not the priority. On the flipside, compared to Tropy’s annotation capabilities, the 
intensive process of coding in QDAS may benefit scholars who want to confront their 
own work critically and in a new way. QDAS encourages an iterative mindset that 
requires one to go back and reform thoughts and impressions over and over again 
(Røddesnes et al., 2019, p.28). If one is not careful, they can make conclusions based on 
pure intuition, even if that intuition is well-developed and masterful from years of 
training. From that intuition can exist deep-set biases. Placing one’s data through a 





and their personal system to reap the benefits, can offer a way to hold oneself 
accountable. Researchers can attempt this exercise with small datasets just as they can 
with large ones.  
 
Instruction: QDAS and Knowledge Management Instruction with Images  
It is important not to doubt patrons’ adaptability and willingness to learn new 
things. In an environment where digital resources abound, it does not hurt to be honest 
about when analog methods may not hold up. This is especially true for image 
management: the process of categorizing images “has become increasingly convoluted as 
the number of databases and research tools continues to increase” (Long & Schonfeld, 
2014, p.44). Librarians and other academic information professionals can help make 
sense of the rapidly developing landscape through instruction and consultation. 
Instruction needs to be tailored to each departments’ needs. Otherwise, graduate students 
especially are unlikely to see what incentives there are to take the time to attend (p.48). 
When it comes to graduate students, the fact that paid professionals can offer these 
services should also be a reason for outreach. There is little reason to allow the invisible 
labor of instruction to fall on one or two students in a department who happen to be tech 
savvy or interested in the digital humanities.1  
 
1 For more on invisible or “shadow” labor, see Illich, I. (1981). Shadow Work. M. Boyars. 
For its context in libraries, see Shirazi, R. (2014). Reproducing the academy: Librarians 
and the question of service in the digital humanities. In Making Things and Drawing 
Boundaries. Experiments in the Digital Humanities. University of Minnesota Press. 
Finally, regarding digital humanities students specifically, see Anderson, K., Bannister 
L., Dodd J., Fong D., Levy M., Seatter L. (2018). “Student Labour and Training in 





Planning instruction and delivering said instruction for QDAS will 
probably take more time than for Tropy. QDAS is simply more onerous to learn for both 
instructor and student. Luckily, QDAS instruction is already happening in libraries even 
if it is not tailored toward image-based researchers alone. Since this study’s participants 
recognized Nvivo, I will point out that there have been workshops held on the software at 
the libraries for Stanford (2018), the University of British Columbia (n.d.), the University 
of Calgary (2021), Harvard (2021), and more. Because there are many software packages 
available and all of their features differ, Bassett (2011) outlines the individual capabilities 
for importing images into ATLAS.ti, Transana, HyperRESEARCH, and Nvivo. The 
publication is now outdated, but the intended uses of each program have not changed 
significantly since then. Fortunately, there are also countless online tutorials and 
webinars for almost every QDAS.  
Instruction sessions and workshops on Tropy are already growing more numerous 
in libraries. One example took place at the Brown University Library (2019) and was led 
by a Digital Humanities Librarian and a Postdoctoral Fellow in Digital Public 
Humanities. At Emory there have even been workshops for librarians specifically so that 
they can go on to teach others (Pitts Theology Library, 2019). Although this study 
focused on graduate students and senior researchers, it may be useful to offer Tropy 
sessions for upper-level undergraduates who are taking on larger research projects. 
Unlike QDAS workshops, one might be able to fit a general overview of this program 
comfortably into an hour or so.  
One important conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that the popularity 





created for researchers who use images and objects extensively in their 
research. When considering instruction for qualitative researchers who use this kind of 
data—AV researchers included—it will be important for professionals to consider their 
core audience. Those who attend QDAS workshops currently may find that the focus is 
on text-based research. Even if text-based data analysis can be tangentially useful to 
material culture and art scholars, it is simply not as useful as if the application supported 
their primary data format. If the audience is art historians, archaeologists, visual 
anthropologists, and other material culture researchers, then workshops should center on 
visual data. QDAS like Nvivo could benefit many in these areas. Researchers will never 
try it, though, if they need work terribly hard to make the system work for them.  
 
Future Work 
When planning this study, I originally wanted to perform a comprehensive review 
of the use of these applications in individual and group publications. With time 
constraints this was not possible. If someone wanted to carry out such a study, it could 
include an extensive pull of articles, dissertations, and monographs (including 
archaeological site reports) which refer to how object-based researchers perform their 
qualitative analysis. But, I honestly do not anticipate that the work would reveal as much 
as one would hope. Unless they use a particular technology or uncommon analysis 
technique, art historians and archaeologists rarely detail their methods since the basic 
tenets for analysis in their disciplines are assumed to be understood by the reader. On the 
one hand, adding this information to methods sections in publications might be 
considered onerous or overkill by researchers and editors. Perhaps nobody cares to know 





was used to enhance one team’s comparative analyses. To others the omission 
might create frustration and appear as a lack of transparency.  
At the very least, the practices do not often allow colleagues or incoming new 
professionals the opportunity to really see how published researchers streamline their 
workflows behind the scenes and across institutions. Sometimes, this omission of the 
tips-and-tricks of the trade could be intentional, considering the environment of publish 
or perish among academics. Or, details on new methodologies or the employment of 
software applications at all are sequestered for separate articles all together. Whether 
those methods continue to be used in future projects by the same teams goes unknown. A 
study of software references in publications about image management software may be 
just as bleak. Personal image collections and systems like archaeological project 
databases for that matter are inaccessible to readers. It is not necessary to detail how 
image or object data is stored in publications because there is no outspoken demand for 
descriptions of those processes. If there is, it is not for publication but instead for IRB 
applications because the materials belong to or concern living individuals.  
 
Conclusion 
This study surveyed self-identified art historians and archaeologists about their 
use of and interest in Qualitative Data Analysis Software (QDAS). In the process, by 
questioning participants about how they currently employ and organize images for their 
research, I hoped to gain insight into whether such software could benefit others like 
them. The answers they provided are consistent with other studies performed by Rose 





the adoption of bibliographic tools, the discovery of new tools through 
colleagues, functions of images as data, and general image file organization practices. In 
addition, unsurprisingly, the responses also aligned with many scholars’— including 
Zorich’s (2012)—observations about how the cost and effort needed to acquire and 
master new technologies can and will prevent researchers from trying new technologies.  
That said, participants also revealed that there is still an interest in pursuing new 
technologies for image management and image-based research when there is sufficient 
support put in place for them. Those who are willing to try QDAS ask that instructors 
keep their personal data types and learning styles in mind. They also showed that there 
are likely a number of art historians and archaeologists out there who already benefit 
from the open-source knowledge management application Tropy. The affinity toward 
Tropy is due to its open-source nature, in addition to how it is constructed specifically for 
image-based researchers. The fact that the application has become popular enforces the 
fact that there are significant populations who would use more digital tools if they were 
designed with them in mind. Whether it be QDAS or other forms of knowledge 
management applications, developers ought to consider material culturalists as central 
consumers rather than ones that exist on the fringe of text-based qualitative research.  
Offering workshops, personal consultations, and other types of instruction 
sessions on QDAS and Tropy would be useful for many material culture researchers. 
There is a demand for instruction and guidance. From there it is up to the individual to 
decide whether the applications complement their workflows. It is just important for 
librarians and visual resources professionals to remember that these researchers have 





cultures, the better chance they have at understanding why certain technologies 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Survey Questionnaire 
This survey will be completed using Qualtrics. Questions followed by “(open)” 
will allow participants to type in their own responses. Sub-questions (labeled Q#a, 
Q#b…) will only be revealed if a participant selects certain options: for example, the 
participant will only receive subsequent questions about their use of ATLAS.ti if they 
select ATLAS.ti as an answer to Q6. The time it will take to complete the survey will be 
longer if the participant has extensive experience with QDAS and wishes to share more 
information.  
Q1. I identify as an:  
o Art historian 
o Archaeologist 
o Other (open)  
Q2. I am a:  
o Graduate Student 
o Post-doctoral candidate or fellow  
o Faculty member  
o Other (open)  
Q3. If you use images or images of objects while performing your research, briefly 
describe what purpose they serve. (open) 
Q4. Do you use the default image viewer for your device to view and compare 
images? (e.g. Windows Photo Viewer, Mac Preview) 
o Yes, I use default image viewer often 
o I sometimes use the default image viewer, and sometimes I use other applications 
to view images 
o No, I never use the default image viewer to see my images 
Q5. If you save image files to your computer, briefly describe how you personally 
organize them (open). 
 
Q6. Have you ever used any of the following applications to organize, view, 
compare, or annotate images? Select all that apply.  
o ATLAS.ti 
Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 





• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 




Q6d. If you do not access this application through your institution, 
how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 
• Graduate Student  
• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
o Nvivo 
Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q6b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 








Q6d. If you do not access this application through your 
institution, how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
 Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 
• Graduate Student  
• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
o MAXQDA 
Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q6b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 




Q6d. If you do not access this application through your institution, 
how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
 Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 





• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
o QDA Miner 
Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q6b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 




Q6d. If you do not access this application through your institution, 
how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
 Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 
• Graduate Student  
• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 





Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it 
pertains to images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
o webQDA 
Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q6b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 




Q6d. If you do not access this application through your institution, 
how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
 Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 
• Graduate Student  
• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 






Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q6b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 




Q6d. If you do not access this application through your institution, 
how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
 Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 
• Graduate Student  
• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
o Dedoose 
Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q6b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 








Q6d. If you do not access this application through your 
institution, how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
 Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 
• Graduate Student  
• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
o Tropy 
Q6a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q6b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 




Q6d. If you do not access this application through your institution, 
how do you access it? (open) 
Q6e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to 
use this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
 Q6f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use 
this application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 





• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data 
analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q6g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  
• Producing data visualizations  
• Other (open) 
Q6h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
Q7. If you use a software application to organize, view, or compare your images that 
is not listed above, and that is not a default image viewer, please name it (open).  
Q7a. How did you discover this application? (open) 
Q7b. How often do you use this application during your research?  
• I use it every time I use images in my research 
• I use it most of the time in my research 
• I have used it few times in my research 
• I have used it once in my research 
Q7c. Do you access this application through your academic institution?  
• Yes 
• No 
Q7d. If you do not access this application through your institution, how do 
you access it? (open) 
Q7e. Have you had any assistance from someone else to learn how to use 
this application?  
• Yes 
• No 
Q7f. If you received assistance from other people to learn how to use this 
application, select the professions below which best match them:  
• Faculty Member 
• Graduate Student  
• Instructor (if you are a student in a course) 
• Digital humanities specialist, digital tool specialist, or data analyst 
• Librarian 
• Other (open)  
Q7g. For what reasons have you used this software as it pertains to 
images in your research? Select all that apply.  
• Organizing images  
• Comparing images 
• Annotating images  





• Other (open) 
Q7h. Do you think you will use this software in the future for research 
which uses images? Why or why not? (open)  
 
Q8. If you have used any of the aforementioned QDA applications in your research, 
please describe why you chose to use them in the first place.  
 
Q9. Describe how using QDA applications may impact stages of your professional 
development (e.g. on receiving tenure, on getting approvals for grants or 
publication, on teaching others in your field). (open)  
 
Q10. If you are interested in learning more about how to use QDA software in your 
research, what kind of training would you be interested in receiving if it were 




















Appendix B: Primary Email to Participating Listservs 
Dear [Listserv admin],  
 
My name is Kayla Olson, and I am a master’s student at the University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill. For my master’s degree in Library Sciences, I am conducting a 
survey which seeks to explore how common the use of Qualitative Data Analysis 
software (QDAS) is among art historians and archaeologists who are or have been 
affiliated with American universities. Participants can be graduate students (MA, PhD) 
and/or research staff (post-doctoral candidates, lecturers, professors). Participants are also 
encouraged to share the survey with colleagues who meet these criteria.  
 
These anonymized responses may help professionals in academic librarianship and visual 
resources management assess whether their institution should invest in access and 
instruction surrounding QDAS for patrons in these disciplines. The survey should take no 
more than 15-20 minutes. The study also has IRB exempt status ([IRB protocol #]) and 
poses minimal risk to participants. The finalized master’s paper which analyzes the 
survey may be submitted for publication or a conference presentation. 
 
Would you be willing to share this survey with your listserv? [Survey link] Thank you 








Appendix C: Primary Email to Individual Contacts 
Dear [name],  
My name is Kayla Olson, and I am a master’s student at the University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill. For my master’s degree in Library Sciences, I am conducting a 
survey which seeks to explore how common the use of Qualitative Data Analysis 
software (QDAS) is among art historians and archaeologists who are or have been 
affiliated with American universities. Participants can be graduate students (MA, PhD) 
and/or research staff (post-doctoral candidates, lecturers, professors).  
 
These anonymized responses may help professionals in academic librarianship and visual 
resources management assess whether their institution should invest in access and 
instruction surrounding QDAS for patrons in these disciplines. The survey should take no 
more than 15-20 minutes. The study also has IRB exempt status ([IRB protocol #]) and 
poses minimal risk to participants. The finalized master’s paper which analyzes the 
survey may be submitted for publication or a conference presentation. 
 
If you wish to participate in the survey, you can find it here [Survey link]. You are 
encouraged to share the survey with colleagues who also meet the above criteria. Thank 









Appendix D: ATLAS.ti Codebook  
ATLAS.ti CODEBOOK 
Code Comment 
IDENTIFICATIONS How participants identify themselves in terms of discipline and academic status 
#anthropologist   
#archaeologist   
#art historian   
#DH specialist   
#faculty   
#former MA student   
#former PhD student   
#graduate student   
#librarian   
#museum researcher   
#other staff type   
#post-doctoral candidate or 
post-doctoral   
#unidentified   
ACCESS TO QDAS 
OUTSIDE INSTITUTION   
access to QDAS outside 
institution: open source   
access to QDAS outside 
institution: through a class   
ACCESS TO QDAS 
THROUGH INSTITUTION   
access to QDAS through 
institution: none   
access to QDAS through 
institution: yes   
AID Ways that participants received help with using relevant technologies 
aid: application creator 
resources   
aid: archivist   
aid: colleague   
aid: DH/Digital tool specialist 
or Data Analyst   
aid: does not use QDAS so no 
aid   
aid: faculty   





aid: instructor in class   
aid: librarian   
aid: online forums   
aid: uses nonQDAS no aid   
aid: uses QDA software but 
receives no aid   
aid: workshops   
FUTURE LEARNING POS 
Ways that participants think they could/would prefer 
to learn to use QDAS in the future. POS = 
POSSIBILITIES, not POSITIVE 
future learning pos: faq page   
future learning pos: how to use   
future learning pos: self-
directed   
future learning pos: together 
with learning how to store 
images 
  
future learning pos: using open 
access software   
future learning pos: video 
tutorials   
future learning pos: webinar   
future learning pos: what 
QDAS can do   
future learning pos: why use   
future learning pos: workshop   
FUTURE REC Recommendations for how applications can be used, or how they could be instructed upon  
future rec: instruct using real 
examples   
future rec: introducing 
platforms according to 
individual needs 
  
future rec: librarian help   
FUTURE USE NEG 
When participants indicate that they will not use one 
of the listed applications in the future for a specific 
reason 
FUTURE USE POS When participants indicate that they will use one of the applications in the future for a specific reason 
future use: in the future as a 
way to save topics   
future use: yes very useful   
IMAGE FILE TYPE   





IMAGE USE How participants say that they use images 
image use: 3D modeling   
image use: archival source   
image use: brainstorming 
research ideas   
image use: comparanda   
image use: evidence to support 
art historical claims   
image use: general 
historical/art historical research   
image use: look at objects at 
different angles/closeup   
image use: present information 
to others   
image use: primary evidence   
image use: represents arch 
features   
image use: represents object   
image use: secondary evidence   
image use: when object is not 
available   
IMPRESSION 
An impression that a participant has that may or may 
not be founded  
in how an application actually works 
impression: completely 
unfamiliar with qdas   
impression: if QDAS 
standardizes 
viewing/org/analzing images it 
would be useful for arch/art 
history 
  
impression: not enough data in 
project to warrant use   
impression: nvivo is more 
robust tool   
impression: other software 
outside default viewer fits 
research purposes 
  
impression: qdas could have 
been useful   
impression: qdas not suited for 
this type of research   
impression: software comes up 





impression: there is a need to 
better organize research   
impression: Tools would have 
to be moldable to different...   
impression: tropy can be useful 
for artists curating personal 
image collections 
  
impression: willing to compare 
qdas to find best fit   
impression: zotero/artstor 
would help better organize info 
for later access 
  
ORGANIZATION How participants organize their image data 
organization: accession/archive 
number   
organization: art title   
organization: artist name   
organization: by course taught   
organization: by page number   
organization: by project   
organization: by publication   
organization: date   
organization: distinctive 
features   
organization: excavation 
season   
organization: feature   
organization: file metadata   
organization: folders   
organization: little consistency   
organization: name files 
according to project 
protocol/what is useful for that 
project 
  
organization: object date   
organization: object location   
organization: region   
organization: renames files to 
standardize   
organization: site   
organization: themes/subject   






through their institution  
other app access: no   
other app access: open source   
other app access: personal 
license   
other app access: yes   
OTHER APP DISCOVERY When the discovery of a tool is mentioned 
OTHER APP FUTURE USE 
When participants indicate that they will use 
applications (that are not QDAS or Tropy) in the 
future for a specific reason 
other app future use: depends 
on faculty interest   
other app future use: depends 
on funding   
other app future use: no   
other app future use: yes they 
are useful already   
OTHER APP PROF DEV How participants think that digital tools other than QDAS/Tropy impact their professional development 
other app prof dev: integral to 
work   
other app prof dev: new 
opportunities for projects   
other app prof dev: teaching   
other app prof dev: used in 
publications   
OTHER APP USE How participants use applications outside of QDAS/Tropy for their image-based research 
other app use: access images   
other app use: annotating 
images   
other app use: bibliography 
tool   
other app use: compare images   
other app use: data viz   
other app use: exploration & 
initial research   
other app use: exporting data   
other app use: graphs/charts   
other app use: image 
processing   





other app use: manipulate 
images   
other app use: organize data 
broadly   
other app use: organize images   
other app use: produce new 
digital content   
other app use: querying   
other app use: storing files   
other app use: view large data 
sets   
other app use: viewing images   
OTHER APPS 
Other applications, software, OR significant websites 
that participants use to 
view/compare/analyze/manipulate images 
other apps: 3Dhop   
other apps: adobe illustrator   
other apps: adobe lightroom   
other apps: adobe photoshop   
other apps: agisoft photoscan   
other apps: ArcGIS/QGIS   
other apps: artstor   
other apps: duplicate file finder   
other apps: europeana   
other apps: excel   
other apps: FileMaker Pro   
other apps: Flourish   
other apps: getty scholar   
other apps: google drive   
other apps: google open gallery   
other apps: google photos   
other apps: mirador   
other apps: mukurtu   
other apps: museum digital 
collections   
other apps: neatline-omeka   
other apps: Omeka   
other apps: prometheus   
other apps: recogito   
other apps: sketchfab   
other apps: zotero   
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 






professional development: as a 
TA in recitations   
professional development: 
contribute to projects eligible 
for grants 
  
professional development: not 
sure of impact   
professional development: 
recommendation to colleagues   
professional development: 
teaching   
QDAS DISCOVERY How participants discovered QDAS/Tropy 
qdas discovery: digital 
humanities workshop   
qdas discovery: discovered in a 
DH class   
qdas discovery: faculty   
qdas discovery: graduate 
student   
qdas discovery: grant-writing 
process   
qdas discovery: library   
qdas discovery: outside of 
object-based discipline   
qdas discovery: social media   
qdas discovery: use another 
application by same creator org   
qdas discovery: workshop   
QDAS USE How participants have used QDAS 
qdas use: annotating images   
qdas use: coding interview 
transcripts   
qdas use: comparing images   
qdas use: in course instruction   
qdas use: linking back to online 
image sources   
qdas use: organizing images   
qdas use: producing data viz   
qdas use: querying   
SOFTCON When participants provide cons of using software 
softcon: isn't useful enough to 
add   
softcon: limited metadata 





softcon: meant for individual 
not collaborative research   
softcon: not intended for 
images   
softcon: other in-browser 
viewers dynamic enough   
softcon: outside of comfort 
zone   
softcon: projects not 
transerfable across machines   
softcon: takes time to learn   
softcon: too expensive   
softcon: too time consuming   
SOFTPRO When participants provide pros of using software 
softpro: can compare images   
softpro: cheap   
softpro: customizable   
softpro: easy to use   
softpro: export data   
softpro: integrated note/memo 
system   
softpro: interoperability   
softpro: metadata   
softpro: querying   
softpro: userfriendly interface   
STORAGE Storage options that are not one's personal computer/desktop  
storage: cloud   
storage: external hard drive   
storage: external server   
storage: flash drive   
storage: lab computer   
storage: SD card   
 
